Model diagnosis is the process of analyzing machine learning (ML) model performance to identify where the model works well and where it doesn't. It is a key part of the modeling process and helps ML developers iteratively improve model accuracy. Often, model diagnosis is performed by analyzing different datasets or intermediates associated with the model such as the input data and hidden representations learned by the model (e.g., [4, 24, 39] ). The bottleneck in fast model diagnosis is the creation and storage of model intermediates. Storing these intermediates requires tens to hundreds of GB of storage whereas re-running the model for each diagnostic query slows down model diagnosis. To address this bottleneck, we propose a system called MISTIQUE that can work with traditional ML pipelines as well as deep neural networks to efficiently capture, store, and query model intermediates for diagnosis. For each diagnostic query, MISTIQUE intelligently chooses whether to re-run the model or read a previously stored intermediate. For intermediates that are stored in MISTIQUE, we propose a range of optimizations to reduce storage footprint including quantization, summarization, and data de-duplication. We evaluate our techniques on a range of real-world ML models in scikit-learn and Tensorflow. We demonstrate that our optimizations reduce storage by up to 110X for traditional ML pipelines and up to 6X for deep neural networks. Furthermore, by using MISTIQUE, we can speed up diagnostic queries on traditional ML pipelines by up to 390X and 210X on deep neural networks.
INTRODUCTION
Machine learning (ML) is the paradigm of "programming using data" [36] . It is the process of taking a model specification (e.g., type of model, model structure), providing training data, and using a training procedure to learn model parameters that fit the training data. Since the model is learned from data, it is only natural that diagnosing problems with the model or interpreting the model involves analyses of data artifacts produced during modeling. Diagnosing an ML model involves answering questions such as "why does the home price prediction model under-perform on old Victorian homes?" or "why does the image classification model classify a frog as a ship?" Relatedly, model interpretability (e.g., [4, 15, 29, 40] ) involves answering questions about how a model works (e.g., "what is the concept learned by a particular neuron?") and why it makes certain predictions. For simplicity, in this paper, we will call both kinds of analyses described above as "model diagnosis. "
Diagnostic techniques such as the ones above can be answered by analyzing different data artifacts related to the model including input data, prediction values, and data representations produced by the model (e.g., high-dimensional representations of homes or images learned by the model). We collectively refer to these datasets as model intermediates (formal definition in Sec. 2).
Given the importance of model intermediates for diagnosis, in this paper, we explore the question of how to efficiently store and query model intermediates to support efficient model diagnosis. We propose MISTIQUE (Model Intermediate STore and QUery Engine), a system designed to capture, store, and query model intermediates to support diagnostic queries.
Motivating Examples
We begin by highlighting three diagnostic techniques that have been proposed in the literature and describe the role that model intermediates play in each of them. A more extensive list of techniques is presented in Sec. 2.2. Visualizations: A popular means to understand the working of any model is via visualization. For example, the ActiVis tool from Facebook [24] (screenshot in Fig.12 in Appendix) provides developers of neural networks an interactive visualization of neuron activations. This information can help ML developers identify activation patterns, compare activations between classes, and find potential sources of error. Similar tools have also been built for traditional modeling pipelines. For example, VizML [13] (Fig.13 , Appendix) provides an interface where ML developers can prioritize errors, examine feature distribution, and debug model results. Intermediates. In order to visualize arbitrary model intermediates, the relevant intermediates must first be generated and stored (rerunning the model each time is too expensive for an interactive setting). For ActiVis, this means that data representations at each model layer must be stored. As expected, the total cost to store all intermediates is tremendous. E.g., storing intermediates for ten variants of the popular VGG16 network [46] on a dataset with 50K examples requires 350GB of compressed storage. As a result, ActiVis requires users to restrict the layers and number of examples for which intermediates (and aggregates of intermediates) will be logged. SVCCA: Raghu et. al. recently proposed SVCCA [39] , a technique to compare representations learned by different layers in one or more neural networks. In brief, SVCCA takes as input the activations of neurons in two layers l 1 and l 2 , performs SVD on the two sets of activations, projects activations into the subspace identified by SVD, and computes canonical correlation to find directions in these subspaces that are most aligned (see Alg. 1 in Appendix). Intermediates.
To perform class sensitivity analyses across the whole network as described [39] , activations for all examples at all layers must be available. Furthermore, if one wants to study training procedure dynamics as described in the paper, this data must be collected at every training epoch. As with ActiVis, storing data for ten training epochs would take 350GB for a moderately sized network, creating a major bottleneck in using this technique. These intermediates could also be generated anew each time the analysis was to be run; however, to perform class sensitivity analysis, this would require running the model >200 times on the full dataset. Network Dissection: Bau et. al. recently proposed Netdissect [4] to learn interpretable concepts for filters in a convolutional neural network (CNN). For every convolutional filter k, Netdissect calculates the distribution of values for the the activation maps A k (x ) and computes a threshold T k such that p(A k (x ) > T k ) = α where α is a small constant like 0.005. T k is then used to binarize each A k and the correlation between the binarized map and the original concept label is computed. Intermediates. Netdissect requires that the activation maps for every image and every convolutional unit be available. If Netdissect is to be run for a single unit or layer, it is conceivable that the computation can be done in memory. However, when performing this computation for all units or tuning the threshold T k (e.g., for a new dataset), then it may be more efficient to store the intermediates vs. re-running the model repeatedly.
MISTIQUE: storing model intermediates
As demonstrated by the diagnostic techniques above, model intermediates form the substrate on which a variety of diagnostic and interpretability techniques are based. However, model intermediates require many tens to hundreds of GBs in storage, making it challenging to use existing diagnostic techniques as well as develop new ones. In addition, computing intermediates by re-running the model for each analytic query not only slows down the process of model diagnosis but can also be unacceptable for interactive query workloads. Thus, the bottleneck in supporting efficient and widely usable model diagnosis is caused by two data management questions: (a) how do we store large amounts of data efficiently for storage and querying (e.g., as in [6, 37, 48] ); and (b) how do we trade-off intermediate storage vs. recreation (as in [7, 22, 52] )?
To address these questions, we propose MISTIQUE, a system designed to capture, store, and query model intermediates for model diagnosis. MISTIQUE can work traditional ML pipelines as well as deep neural networks. MISTIQUE leverages unique properties of intermediates in both kinds of models to drastically reduce store costs while giving up little accuracy in most analytic techniques. Specifically, MISTIQUE is based on three key ideas: (1) Activation quantization and summarization: we take inspiration from existing diagnostic techniques to encode neuron activations based on data distributions, thus getting drastic storage reductions without trading off accuracy; (2) Similarity-based compression: we leverage data similarity in traditional ML pipelines as well as DNNs to remove redundancy between intermediates and obtain large compression ratios. (3) Adaptive querying and materialization: we propose a cost model to determine when a query for intermediates should be answered by re-running the model vs. reading a materialized intermediate. A similar cost model determines when an intermediate should be materialized. Together, these techniques can reduce storage for intermediates by up to 110X for traditional ML pipelines and 6X for deep neural networks, and provide a query speed-up of up to two orders of magnitude depending on the query. In all, we make the following contributions:
• We are the first to identify that model intermediates are a key substrate for a variety of model diagnosis and interpretation techniques, and that intermediate storage and querying is a bottleneck in implementing and using these techniques (Sec. 1).
• We present a set of diagnostic queries drawn from recent literature that represent commonly performed analyses on traditional ML pipelines and neural network models (Sec. 2.2).
• We propose MISTIQUE, a system to capture, store, and query intermediates for different types of ML models and pipelines. Our implementation supports pipelines built using scikit-learn as well as Tensorflow (Sec. 3).
• We propose three key optimizations to reduce storage footprint and speed up queries: (a) activation quantization and summarization (Sec. 4.1); (b) similarity-based compression (Sec. 4.2); and (c) adaptive querying and materialization (Sec. 4.3).
• We experimentally evaluate MISTIQUE on a set of pipelines in scikit-learn and neural network models in Tensorflow. We find that MISTIQUE reduces storage by up to 110X on traditional ML pipelines and up to 6X for deep neural networks. We show that our quantization strategies cause only a small reduction in diagnostic accuracy. Depending on the type of query, MISTIQUE provides a speedup of up to 390X for traditional ML pipelines and up to 210X for deep neural networks (Sec. 8).
PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we describe the models supported by MISTIQUE and our problem formulation. We also present a list of commonly used diagnostic techniques along with a categorization based on the amount of data used by each technique.
Models and Model Intermediates
In this work, we consider two classes of models: (a) traditional ML models built with hand-crafted features (denoted TRAD), and (2) deep neural network (denoted DNN) models that learn features from raw data. We work with a running example for each class of models. For TRAD, we consider the the set of models built to predict housing prices given attributes of the house such as number of rooms, area in square feet, and location (details about the task can be found in Sec. 7). Fig. 1 shows examples of TRAD models built for this task. Notice that these models are not a single monolithic entity; instead, they are comprised of a series of stages that make up the model pipeline. These stages are a mixture of data pre-processing steps (e.g., OneHotEncoding, Scaling), feature engineering steps (e.g., computing the RelativeSize feature), and model building and prediction stages (e.g., gradient boosted trees in XGBoost [14] ). For DNNs, we consider the set of models built for classifying images on the CIFAR10 1 dataset. This dataset consists of images drawn from ten classes such as frog, ship, deer, etc. Fig. 2 shows VGG16 [46] 2 , a popular DNN for image classification. Unlike TRAD, the DNN does not have explicit, separate stages for pre-processing, feature extraction, and prediction; instead, it has a large number of layers that play the role of feature extractors and a final layer that performs the prediction. Each layer in the DNN applies a different transformation to its input and represents the data in a different high-dimensional space. We refer to the operation applied at each stage (in the pipeline or DNN) as a transformation and the corresponding function or object as the transformer (e.g., OneHotEncoder, PCA, Convolutional Layer-5, SoftMax).
The process of training a model (TRAD or DNN) can produce different artifacts: the learned model parameters, log files, gradient information, intermediate datasets produced by different stages of the model, etc. In this paper, we focus on model intermediates that are the intermediate datasets produced by the different stages of the traditional ML pipeline or hidden representations (i.e., neuron activations produced by different layers in a neural network). For example, in Fig. 1 , model intermediates are the outputs produced by every stage of the model pipeline (labeled "intermX"). Similarly, in Fig. 2 , model intermediates are the data representations produced by every layer in the neural network. Thus, we find that while the structure of models in these two classes is distinct, intermediates produced by both classes of models are similar.
Characterization of Diagnostic Queries
In Sec. 1, we highlighted three techniques used for model diagnosis. In Table 1 we provide a survey of diagnostic and interpretability techniques drawn from the literature. For each diagnostic technique, we show an example of the question answered by that technique (or query) in terms of our running examples. For completeness, 1 https://www.cs.toronto.edu/ kriz/cifar.html 2 in this work, we focus on image networks we also include analyses that cannot be handled solely with MIST-IQUE either because they require access to data other than model intermediates (e.g., gradients) or because they require the ability to perturb data or models. Furthermore, to characterize the query performance of our system, we categorize diagnostic techniques based on amount of data required by each technique. Specifically, based on the number of Rows, i.e., input examples, and Columns, i.e., features, used by each technique, we define four categories: Few Columns, Few Rows (FCFR), Few Columns, Many Rows (FCMR), Many Columns, Few Rows (MCFR), and Many Columns, Many Rows (MCMR). In this work, few denotes <100. A typical diagnostic workload contains queries belonging to different categories; for example, one workload might be: (i) plot the prediction error for model P Nov1 (FCMR); (ii) for the house with highest prediction error, H * , examine its raw features (MCFR); (iii) find the performance of houses P Nov1 on houses "most similar" to H * (MCFR). (iv) plot the features of H * vs. the average features of all houses (MCMR). A system for model diagnosis must therefore be able to support queries in all four categories. In Table 1 , we identify by name (e.g., POINTQ) the queries that will be used in our experimental evaluation.
Problem Formulation
Each of the queries discussed above requires access to different intermediates from a model, e.g., predictions or hidden representations. For a given intermediate, there are two ways of computing it: (a) either we can re-run the model up to the particular intermediate (denoted RERUN) or (b) we can read the intermediate that has previously been materialized to disk (denoted READ). For instance, the Netdissect implementation from [4] re-runs the full model any time an analysis is to be performed. While this solution may suffice when computing intermediate results for a small number of examples, running the model over tens of thousands of examples is slow (e.g., up to two orders of magnitude slower than reading as shown in Sec. 8) and wastes computation. In contrast, systems like ActiVis [24] and VizML [13] store intermediates to disk and read them to answer queries. While materializing intermediates is essential for providing interactive query times, this can come at a large storage cost. As mentioned before, storing intermediates for ten epochs of the VGG16 network on CIFAR10 takes about 350GB (gzip compressed), a storage cost most developers are unwilling to pay. Similarly, storing fifty traditional ML pipelines with 9 -19 stages takes 67 GB of storage (gzip compressed). Thus, the strategies of RERUN and READ are optimal for some intermediates while they may be expensive (with respect to time or storage) for others. In this work, we seek to address the question of speeding Get the predicted price error for Home-150 [3] X, P Get accuracy of P Oct31 on the top-50 most expensive homes in LA [24] Y, X, P Few Columns, Many Rows (FCMR) (COL_DIFF) Compare model performance for P Oct31 and P Nov1 grouped by type of house [31, 35] X, Y, P (COL_DIST) Plot the error rates for all homes [13] X, I, Y, P Find number of images that were predicted as a frog but were in fact a ship [13] Y, P Compute the confusion matrix for the training dataset [3] Y 
MISTIQUE OVERVIEW
In this section, we give a high-level overview of the system architecture and how it can be used to run diagnostic queries.
Architecture
The system architecture for MISTIQUE is shown in Fig. 3 . MIST-IQUE consists of three primary components: the PipelineExecutor, the DataStore, and the ChunkReader. These three components are tied together by a central repository called the MetadataDB that is used to track metadata about intermediates and pipelines. The PipelineExecutor is responsible for running ML models and pipelines in logging mode. This means that the executor runs the pipeline forward, finds all intermediates produced by the pipeline and registers information about the model and intermediates in MetadataDB. The PipelineExecutor does not make decisions about data storage or placement; that falls under the purview of the DataStore. Along with logging intermediates, the PipelineExecutor is also responsible for storing transformers trained in a pipeline (e.g. a trained XGBoost model) so that the transformer may be re-run in the future without retraining.
Intermediates produced by the PipelineExecutor are passed on to the DataStore (Sec. 4) for decisions about whether and how to DataFrame 3 that is divided horizontally into a set of RowBlocks. Every row is associated with a unique row_id that is preserved across all intermediates and is used as a primary index. A DataFrame is also associated with a set of Columns that make up the DataFrame. The part of a Column that falls into a particular RowBlock is called a ColumnChunk. The data model is shown in Fig. 4 .
The unit of data storage in the DataStore is a Partition. A Partition is a collection of ColumnChunks from one or more DataFrames that are to be stored together. The InMemoryStore serves as a bufferpool and keeps a number of (uncompressed) Partitions in memory. When a Partition is evicted from the InMemoryStore, the Partition is compressed and written out to disk. As described in subsequent sections, storage decisions in MISTIQUE are made at the level of ColumnChunks, giving the system fine-grained control over data placement. The DataStore also stores any indexes built on the data (by default, a primary index on row_id). The process of storing intermediates is indicated by S1-S3 in Fig. 3 : the request to log intermediates is sent to the PipelineExecutor which sends each intermediate to the DataStore. The DataStore in turn queries the MetadataDB to determine whether the intermediate (or some columns) should be stored and, if so, stores the data using optimizations described below.
The final component of MISTIQUE is the ChunkReader (Sec. 6) which is responsible for servicing query requests. Query execution in MISTIQUE may involve fetching data from the DataStore or re-running pipelines to re-create intermediates. The procedure for querying intermediates is shown as Q1-Q4 in Fig. 3 : the query is sent to the ChunkReader which queries the MetadataDB to determine whether to re-run the model or read data that was previously stored. Depending on the response, the ChunkReader either invokes the PipelineExecutor or queries the DataStore. The decision between these two alternatives is made by the cost model (Sec. 5). Regardless of how the data is obtained, a query to MIST-IQUE produces a numpy array 4 that can be used as input to analytic functions.
Usage Example
To log intermediates from Tensorflow, the ML developer must only provide MISTIQUE with the path to the model checkpoint and as well as an input loading function. We currently support Tensorflow models built using Keras. Calling log_intermediates(checkpoint, input_func) causes MISTIQUE to run the model forward by calling the input function and log intermediates for every model layer. For scikit-learn pipelines, we have defined a YAML specification (modeled after Apache Airflow 5 ) that is used to express scikit-learn pipelines in a standard format. We wrapped a number of common scikit-learn functions for use in the YAML specification (e.g. models like XGBoost, LinearRegression as well as preprocessing steps like Scaling and LabelIndexing). log_intermediates(yaml_file, input_func) similarly logs all the pipeline intermediates. Once intermediates have been logged in MISTIQUE, the ML developer can use a set of query APIs to access the data in MISTIQUE. The key query API exposed by MISTIQUE is get_intermediates ([keys] ). This API can be used to retrieve any column, of any intermediate, belonging to any model that has been logged with MISTIQUE. Keys take the form of project.model.intermediate.column. The API returns a numpy array with the required columns as well as the row_id column. For ease of use, MISTIQUE provides implementations of common analytic functions that can be applied on top of the numpy array result (although this is not the focus of our contribution). Since MISTIQUE returns numpy arrays, it is also easy to add other analytic functions.
DATA STORE
Once MISTIQUE has used the cost model (Sec. 5) to determine that an intermediate is to be stored, the DataStore is responsbile for determining how to most efficiently store the intermediate. The naïve strategy when storing intermediates is to fully store every itermediate from any pipeline that is run. While simple, this strategy requires a great deal of storage, e.g., it logs 350 GB of compressed data across ten epochs of the moderately sized VGG16 model and requires 67 GB to store fifty traditional ML pipelines with <20 stages. Therefore, we explore different storage strategies to reduce footprint of intermediates without compromising query time or accuracy. Specifically, we propose three key optimizations: (a) for DNNs, we propose multiple quantization and summarization schemes to reduce the size of intermediates; (b) for DNNs as well as traditional pipelines, we perform exact and approximate deduplication between ColumnChunks within and across models; (c) we perform adaptive materialization of intermediates by trading off the increased storage cost with reduction in query time. We now expand upon each of these optimizations.
Quantization and Summarization
A key insight from diagnostic techniques proposed for DNNs is that ML developers are much more interested in relative values of neuron activations than they are in the exact values. For example, the visualizations in ActiVis are used to compare activations of neurons in different classes (see Fig. 12 ). Since the visualization cannot display >256 shades of the same color, at most 256 distinct activation values may be shown in the visualization. On similar lines, the Netdissect technique only examines neuron activations in the top 99.5th percentile, i.e., the technique only needs to know if the activation is "very high" or "not very high"-regardless of the actual activation value. This indicates that we can quantize or discretize neuron activations into a much smaller number of values without affecting the accuracy of many diagnostic techniques. Previous work on model compression and model storage [19, 34] explored the use of quantization of model weights to reduce model size for inference as well as storage. In this work, we propose to extend those techniques to aggressively quantize neuron activations, noting that since these activations are only used for diagnostic purposes, we can perform drastic quantization. MISTIQUE supports three quantization schemes:
• Lower precision float representation (LP_QT): Storing a double precision float value as a single precision (float32) or half point precision (float16) value can lead respectively to a 2X and 4X reduction in storage with no effect on diagnostic accuracy.
• k-bit quantization (KBIT_QT): Since many diagnostic techniques are based on relative activations, we can reduce storage costs by representing values using quantiles (similar strategies are used to quantize weights in [34] ). Given the maximum number of bits b to be allocated for storing each activation, we can compute 2 b bins using quantiles and assign each value to the corresponding bin. Quantization of activation values from o to b bits reduces storage by a factor of o b .
• Threshold-based quantization (THRESHOLD_QT): To support queries such as Netdissect that use an explicit activation threshold, we can directly store data binarized using a given threshold. Once a threshold has been picked, however, we cannot binarize the data with respect to another threshold. This scheme reduces storage cost by o, the number of bits used by the original values. The quantizations above reduce the storage required for each value, but do not reduce the number of values stored. This is particularly important in CNNs where the size of an activation map can significantly increase storage costs. Therefore, to reduce the number of activations, we support summarization via pooling (similar to the max-pooling operator in DNNs). In pooling quantization (POOL_QT), we apply an aggregation operation such as average (default) or max to adjacent cells in an activation map to obtain a lower resolution representation of the map. Assuming a 2-D activation map per channel (as in CNNs), pooling quantization reduces storage by S 2 σ 2 where we assume that the size of an activation map is SxS and size of the aggregation window is σ xσ . We support two levels of pooling quantization: σ =2 (default, also denoted pool(2)) and σ =S, denoted pool(S), e.g., pool(32) for CIFAR10. σ = S is the most extreme version of pool-based quantization where we compute a single average value to represent each activation map.
4.1.1 Implementation. Both KBIT_QT and THRESHOLD_QT require the system to first collect samples of activations to build a distribution and subsequently use this distribution to perform quantization. By default, for KBIT_QT, we set k = 8, which means that we compute 2 8 = 256 quantiles for the activation distribution and assign each activation value to the appropriate quantile. 8BIT_QT reduces storage by 4X when raw activations are single precision floats and 8X for double precision. Note that when fetching an 8BIT_QT intermediate, we must also pay a reconstruction cost to go from the quantized values (0 -255) to floating points. For POOL_QT, we conservatively use σ = 2. However, the user can choose to set a more aggressive pooling level depending on the application. In Sec. 8, we study the trade-offs involved in setting different σ values.
Exact and Approximate De-duplication
This optimization is based on two observations. First, intermediates in traditional ML pipelines often have many identical columns. For example, in the TRAD pipelines of Fig. 1 , consecutive intermediates often only differ in a handful of features (e.g., RelativeSize between interm9 and interm10 in P Nov1 ) and pipelines share many stages (e.g., in an extreme case like P Oct30 and P Oct31 , all intermediates are identical except for pred). Second, TRAD and DNN intermediates often have similar columns (e.g., predictions from multiple models for the same task such as P Oct30 , P Oct31 ; intermediates from different epochs for the same DNN; and quantized versions of intermediates). We can leverage these insights to avoid storing redundant data and to compress similar data to obtain higher compression ratios.
4.2.1 Implementation. Implementing de-duplication (exact and approximate) requires two steps: first, we must identify identical or similar ColumnChunks, and second, we must compress these ColumnChunks when writing to storage (MISTIQUE does not currently compress ColumnChunks when in memory). We can identify identical ColumnChunks simply by computing the hash of the ColumnChunks. If an identical ColumnChunk has previously been stored, then the current ColumnChunk can be skipped. For detecting similar columns, we use the MinHash. For every new ColumnChunk, the DataStore computes the MinHash for the ColumnChunk (after discretizing the values) and queries the LSH index for Partitions with Jaccard similarity above a threshold τ . If an existing ColumnChunk is found to have similarity above τ , the new ColumnChunk is stored in the same partition as the existing ColumnChunk. Otherwise, a new Partition is created.
For DNNs, we perform two simplifications: (a) we only perform exact de-duplication because DNN columns seldom have similar values; (b) we co-locate columns from the same intermediate because DNN intermediates (when flattened) have many more columns than TRAD intermediates and therefore data similarity based co-location disperses columns over a large number of Partitions.
The previous procedure performs a rough clustering of ColumnChunks based on similarity and assigns ColumnChunks to Partitions. When a Partition is to be written to disk (e.g., because it is full or gets evicted from the InMemoryStore), the Partition is compressed and written out. MISTIQUE supports a variety of offthe-shelf compression schemes including gzip, HDF5, and Parquet.
Adaptive Materialization
Adaptive materialization is motivated by the observation that traditional ML pipelines and DNN models are often many stages long but not all intermediates or columns are accessed with equal frequency. Some intermediates (e.g., predictions of a model or image embeddings from the last convolutional block) may be accessed very often while others (e.g., activations from the first convolutional layer) may be accessed less frequently. Therefore, we trade-off the increase in storage cost due to materialization against the resulting speedup in query time. We capture this trade-off in parameter γ formally described in our storage cost model (Sec. 
COST MODEL
In order to make the decision about (a) whether to store an intermediate, and (b) whether to execute a query by re-running a model or reading an intermediate, we respectively develop a storage cost model and a query cost model. We begin with the query cost model which provides the building blocks for the storage cost model.
Query Cost Model
The total time to execute a diagnostic technique (t diag ) can be computed as the sum of the time to fetch the required intermediates (t fetch ) and the time to perform computation on the data (t compute ).
The time to fetch the data, in turn, is equal to either the time to re-run the model or to read a previously stored intermediate. 
For a DNN, we can rewrite the model as follows: (a) we usually load the entire model at once, so we can rewrite the first term as t model_load ; (b) explicit input to the DNN is only provided at layer-0, so we read input once; and (c) since prediction usually occurs in batches, we factor batch size into the time to execute a stage. If t model_load denotes the time to read the model, sizeof denotes the size of an object in bytes, bt_size denotes the batch size, ρ denotes the read speed of storage, and t fwd (s, bt_size) denotes the time to run a single batch of examples through the DNN up to layer s, the cost model for re-running DNNs can be written as in Eq. 3.
Instead of re-running a model to obtain an intermediate, we can also read a previously-stored intermediate. The time to read an intermediate (denoted t read ) is simply proportional to the size of the intermediate, i.e., the number of examples multiplied by the size of one example. We assume that the size of the example accounts for the precision of the value (e.g., float16, uint8). We fold the time to read, decompress, and reconstruct the data into the constant ρ d . If t re-run ≥ t read , we run the query by reading a previously stored intermediate.
Storage Cost Model
Using the query cost model, we can also determine when to store (i.e., materialize) an intermediate. 
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In the previous sections, we described the data model, architecture and optimizations implemented in MISTIQUE. In this section, we present an experimental evaluation of our system on multiple
real-world models and analytical techniques. We begin with a description of the experiment setup, including the generation of ML pipelines, and then describe our results.
Workflows
We evaluated our storage techniques on different traditional ML pipelines from scikit-learn and on deep neural network models built in Tensorflow.
7.1.1 Traditional ML Models. (TRAD) To replicate a real-world machine learning scenario for traditional models, we took the dataset and task from the Kaggle Zestimate competition 6 . The goal of this competition is to use data about homes (e.g., number of rooms, average square footage) to build a model that can predict the error of Zillow's in-house price prediction model. To obtain pipelines for this task, we took scikit-learn scripts uploaded by Kagglers for the Zestimate competition and turned them into workflows in MISTIQUE. The workflows contained between 9 -19 different stages including data preprocessing, feature engineering, feature selection, fitting a model, and making predictions using the model. Since competitors often submit scripts with the best hyperparameter settings, we also defined pipeline variations by changing the hyperparameter settings. The result of this process was a set of 50 pipelines that are described fully in Appendix E. We note that in real modeling projects, data scientists build many more than 50 models; however, the gains offered by MISTIQUE only grow with more pipelines and therefore, we chose to limit our experimentation to 50.
DNN Models. (DNN)
To illustrate the efficacy of our techniques on deep neural networks, we work with the CIFAR10 image classification dataset. CIFAR10 contains 50K training images from 10 classes where each image has dimensions 64x64x3. We evaluate on two models trained on CIFAR10: the VGG16 model fine-tuned on CIFAR10, denoted as CIFAR10_VGG16 (the original model has been trained on the IMAGENET [41] dataset) and a well-accepted, simple CNN model trained from scratch, denoted as CIFAR10_CNN 7 . The original VGG16 model consists of 13 convolutional layers and 3 fully connected layers. During fine-tuning of VGG16, we take the first 13 pre-trained convolutional layers, freeze their weights, replace the original fully connected layers with two smaller, fully connected layers (because CIFAR10 does not require these layers to be wide) and train these layers. In contrast, CIFAR10_CNN has 4 convolutional layers and 2 fully connected layers, and is trained from scratch. We checkpoint model weights after every 10% of the total number of epochs (i.e., 10 checkpoints each).
MISTIQUE has been entirely implemented in Python. All experiments were run on an Intel Core i7-6900K machine running at 3.20 Ghz. 32 core machine (16 CPUs) with 64 GB RAM, and 2 GM200 GeForce GTX Titan X GPU. GPU support was enabled when running DNN models.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Our goals in the experimental evaluation are to answer the following key questions: (1) What is the speedup in execution time from 6 https://www.kaggle.com/c/zillow-prize-1 7 https://github.com/keras-team/keras/blob/master/examples/cifar10_cnn.py 
End-to-End Query Execution Times
In this set of experiments, we evaluate the end-to-end execution times for a representative set of diagnostic techniques from Table. 1. For each query category (FCFR, FCMR, MCFR, MCMR), we evaluate on two queries for the TRAD and DNN models (see Table. 5 in the Appendix for full list). For the DNN queries, we run the same query at multiple layers to show how the trade-off between reading and re-running changes across layers. In this experimental setup, when re-running DNN models, we pre-fetch the entire input into memory. Batch size for the DNN queries was set to 1000 and RowBlocks in MISTIQUE were set to be 1K rows. Fig. 5 shows results of this experiment with an asterisk indicating the strategy chosen by the cost model. Note the log scale on the y-axes. For TRAD models, we find that running a query by reading an intermediate is always faster than re-running the pipeline. For example, in Fig. 5a , we see a speedup of between 2.5X -390X. In contrast, for DNN models (here CIFAR10_VGG16), the decision between whether to re-run or read depends on the model layer and number of examples fetched by the query. For queries on Layer21 (Fig.5b) , the last layer, reading intermediates is 60X -210X faster that than re-running the model. For Layer11 (Fig.5c) , we see that reading the intermediate is again faster by 2X -42X. In contrast, we find that at Layer1 (Fig.5d) , re-running the model can be up to 2.5X faster for some queries. This is because Layer1 is very . Since we pre-fetched input data for DNN queries, we expect to observe even larger speedups when the input must be read from disk. For all queries we evaluated, with the exception of SVCCA, compute time is a small fraction of the total query time. For SVCCA on Layer1, in contrast, compute time accounts for about 99% of the total time. The above experiment empirically demonstrates that choosing the right strategy (re-run vs. read) in executing a diagnostic technique can lead to speedups of between 2X-390X.
Intermediate Storage Cost
Next we examine the storage gains obtained by the different optimizations proposed in MISTIQUE. Fig. 6 shows the storage cost, i.e., number of bytes used, for Zillow, CIFAR10_CNN and CIFAR10_VGG16 models. For every set of models, we store intermediates from all stages. For TRAD, we evaluate the basic strategies of STORE_ALL and DEDUP. For DNN models, we also compare the storage cost when applying different quantization schemes: LP_QT, 8BIT_QT, and POOL_QT (σ = 2, 32) described in Sec. 4.
For Zillow (Fig. 6a, left) , we find that the raw dataset is 168 MB compressed but STORE_ALL requires 67GB to store all the intermediates across 50 pipelines. The 400X larger storage footprint indicates that the naïve STORE_ALL strategy cannot scale to large input data, long pipelines or large number of models. In contrast, DEDUP, which applies approximate and exact de-duplication as discussed in Sec. 4.2, drastically reduces storage cost by 110X to 611 MB. On the right side of Fig. 6a , we see that the cumulative storage cost for Zillow increases linearly for STORE_ALL, while it stays relatively constant for the DEDUP strategy. This is because, for Zillow (and most TRAD pipelines), many columns are shared between pipelines. Consequently, most of the storage cost is due to the first pipeline whereas deltas are stored for the rest.
In Fig. 6b we show the cost in bytes of storing intermediates for CIFAR10_CNN and CIFAR10_VGG16. For both models, we store intermediates for ten epochs. The raw size of the input data (CIFAR10) is 170MB (compressed) in both cases. For CIFAR10_CNN we find that STORE_ALL with no quantization requires 242 GB, while STORE_ALL consumes 350 GB for CIFAR10_VGG16. The storage cost per DNN model is much larger than that of a traditional ML pipeline. As a result, reducing storage footprint is even more essential for DNN models. For each model, we present storage sizes for LP_QT, 8BIT_QT and POOL_QT (σ =2,32). We apply DEDUP on top of the default scheme of POOL_QT (σ =2) to obtain the final size.
For CIFAR10_CNN , we see that LP_QT reduces storage from 242GB to 128 GB for and 8BIT_QT further reduces it to 72.4 GB. The biggest storage gains can be achieved by applying different levels of POOL_QT which can reduce storage to 39 GB for σ = 2 (6.2X reduction) and 2.53 GB for σ = 32 (95X reduction). Applying DEDUP does not produce significant gains because, unlike Zillow pipelines, CIFAR10_CNN has few or no repeated columns. CIFAR10_VGG16 shows the same trends as that of CIFAR10_CNN except for the impact of DEDUP. Applying POOL_QT to CIFAR10_VGG16 reduces storage by 6X for σ = 2 (58 GB) and by 83X for σ = 32 (4.19 GB). As discussed in Sec. 7, CIFAR10_VGG16 is trained such that the bottom 13 convolutional layers of the network are frozen while only the top fully connected layers are trained. Thus, intermediates from the 13 layers are the same across all models and therefore applying DEDUP in addition to POOL_QT (σ = 2) reduces storage footprint by 60X to 5.997 GB.
Thus, MISTIQUE can reduce storage footprint by between 6X (DNN)-110X (TRAD), and upto 60X for fine-tuned models.
Validating the Cost Model
In Sec. 5, we proposed models to quantify the cost of re-running a model and the cost of reading an intermediate. In this section, we present experiments verifying our cost models and the resulting trade-off, focusing particularly on DNNs. For this evaluation, we used the CIFAR10_VGG16 model and stored intermediates for all layers to disk. Next, we ran an experiment where we fetched each intermediate either by reading the intermediate from disk or by re-running the model. When re-running the DNN model, we prefetched the entire input data into memory to avoid disk access. We repeated this process for different number of examples (n_ex in the cost model). The results are shown in Fig. 7 and 8. pool (2) pool (32) (b) Cost of reading intermediate Figure 7 : Verifying the cost model Fig. 7a shows the time required to compute intermediates by re-running the model (n_ex=TOTAL_EXAMPLES) with different batch size settings. We see that batch size has a significant impact on execution time (since it affects the number of times the model is run forward). Computing intermediates for batch size=10 is 30X slower than for batch size=1000. Performance degrades slightly for batch size of 10000, whereas larger batchsizes overflow the GPU memory We also find that time to re-run increases proportionately to the layer number and we pay a fixed cost of 1.2s for model load. As shown in Fig. 8a , execution time also increases linearly with n_ex. Fig. 7b shows the time to read an intermediate from disk for different layers and quantization schemes. The RowBlock size was set to 1K rows and n_ex=TOTAL_EXAMPLES. As captured in Eq. 4, the time to read an intermediate depends on the number of examples in the intermediate and size of each example. We find that 8BIT_QT has the largest read time (due to high reconstruction cost), followed by LP_QT (but with 2X as much storage as 8BIT_QT), followed by pool(2), and finishing with pool (32) . Although pool(32) produces the best query time, the drastic summarization makes it impossible to run certain queries on it (e.g., SVCCA). pool(2) therefore presents a good trade-off with respect to query time and storage, and we use it as the default storage scheme in MISTIQUE.
Next, we examine the impact of the cost difference between re-running and reading an intermediate when querying different layers of the CIFAR10_VGG16 model. When reading intermediates, we assume that the intermediates have been stored with the default pool(2) scheme. Fig. 8a shows the retrieval cost for five different layers when n_ex is varied between 1K -50K. Dashed lines correspond to re-running the model whereas solid lines correspond to reading the intermediate. We find that (as captured in our cost model), the time to read or re-run intermediates scales linearly with the number of examples. Similar to the trend in end-to-end runtimes, reading intermediates is cheaper than re-running the model for all layers except Layer1 (>10K examples). Layer1 is anomalous because the intermediate is of large size (and therefore takes long to read) but is close to the input (and therefore is fast to re-run). Fig. 8b shows the same trade-off from Fig. 8a , except as predicted by our cost model. We see that the cost model accurately predicts the trade-off between re-running vs. reading and can be used to determine the right query execution strategy (as in Fig. 5 .
One constraint when querying an intermediate via reading is that the number of RowBlocks read depends on the whether the examples queried are scattered and whether there is an appropriate index available on the RowBlocks. However, since the dotted and solid lines in Fig. 8 do not intersect, we see that even if MISTIQUE has to read the entire intermediate (50K) examples, it is faster to read the intermediate vs. re-run the model. In addition, while RERUN can only benefit from indexes on the input (e.g., find predictions for examples 36), MISTIQUE can index any intermediate and speed up queries in different layers (e.g., find predictions for examples with neuron-50 activation > 0.5). 
Effect of Quantization on Accuracy
Next, we discuss the effect of our quantization strategies on diagnostic techniques. We highlight results from three queries, namely, VIS, SVCCA and KNN from Table 1 . (1) VIS: Similar to [24] , suppose we want to visualize the average activation of 256 neurons in layer-9 of the CIFAR10_VGG16 network. Fig. 9 shows heatmaps of these activations for full precision values (float32), LP_QT (float16), KBIT_QT (k=8), POOL_QT (σ = 32), KBIT_QT (k=3) and THRESHOLD_QT (99.5%). We see that there is no visual difference between full precision, LP_QT (float16), KBIT_QT (k=8) and POOL_QT (σ =32 or equivalently σ =2). However, KBIT_QT (k=3) and THRESHOLD_QT show obvious visual discrepancies. (2) SVCCA: The results of performing CCA [39] (captured in the average cca coefficient) between the logits produced by the CIFAR10_VGG16 network and representations of four different layers are shown in Table 2 . We see that the cca coefficient for the 8BIT_QT intermediate is extremely similar to the full precision intermediate. In contrast, POOL_QT (σ = 2) introduces a discrepancy in the coefficient that reduces as the layer number increases. While 8BIT_QT is more accurate, reading 8BIT_QT is 6X slower and takes 1.5X more storage than pool(2). (3) K-nearest neighbors (KNN): In KNN, our goal is to find the k most similar examples to a given example similar to [3] . Table 3 in the Appendix shows the accuracy of KNN on different layers when using 8BIT_QT and POOL_QT (σ = 2). Here, we set k=50 and measure accuracy as the fraction of nearest neighbors that overlap with the true nearest neighbors computed on the full precision data. As with SVCCA, we find that 8BIT_QT produces almost the same neighbors as the full precision intermediates whereas POOL_QT usually captures 75% of the neighbors. Thus, we find that 8BIT_QT is more accurate than pool(2) for some diagnostic queries; however, the increased accuracy comes at the cost of 1.5X more storage and 6X slower queries. In MISTIQUE, we choose to accept this lower accuracy of pool(2) but provide the user the option of using 8BIT_QT as the default storage scheme.
Layer Full precision 8BIT_QT pool (2) In this evaluation, we demonstrate the efficacy of this optimization on a synthetic workload. We generated the synthetic workload by randomly choosing 25 queries (with repetition) for Zillow from Table 5 . We then used MISTIQUE to log intermediates with adaptive materialization turned on. We set γ to 0.5s/KB (i.e., trade-off 1 KB of storage for a 0.5s speedup in query time). Fig. 10 shows the impact of this optimization on storage size and runtime of queries. On the left, we see that adaptive materialization (ADAPTIVE) has an extremely small storage footprint compared to both STORE_ALL and DEDUP: intermediates are materialized only once an intermediate has been queried a large number of times. On the right of Fig. 10 we see the query times for three different queries (chosen to demonstrate three different behaviors). When no columns have been materialized, queries in the adaptive strategy take as long as RERUN. As more queries are executed and columns are materialized, the response time for queries reduces. For example, the response time for VIS query reduces from 20s to 1.7s after 15 queries whereas that of COL_DIFF reduces from 75s to 26s after 5 queries. The response time for COL_DIST however remains unchanged. Thus, with the appropriate γ value, adaptive materialization can find a good tradeoff between increased storage and decreased query time.
Pipeline Overhead
As shown in the architecture diagram in Fig. 3 , a new intermediate that is to be logged in MISTIQUE is first added to the InMemoryStore. Partitions from the InMemoryStore are written to disk only if the Partition is full or the Partition gets evicted from the InMemoryStore. Therefore, the exact overhead of logging depends on whether the the relevant Partitions are full and if the InMemoryStore is already saturated: if the InMemoryStore is saturated, then logging an intermediate will result in a write to disk; however, if the InMemoryStore is not saturated, then there is no overhead associated with logging. Since InMemoryStore and Partition saturation depend closely on the workload, it is challenging to accurately estimate logging overhead in general. Instead, to provide an upperbound on logging overhead, we measure pipeline execution time when each intermediate is written to disk synchronously. Fig. 11 shows the total runtimes (including logging overhead) for three TRAD pipelines, P1, P5 and P9 (see Table. 4 in the Appendix for full pipeline definitions). These were picked as representative pipelines because of varying lengths and use of diverse models (they contain 12, 17, and 18 stages respectively). We find that pipeline runtime is directly correlated with the amount of data written to storage. The STORE_ALL strategy consistently produces the largest pipeline execution time since it writes the largest amount of data (see Fig. 6 ). ADAPTIVE, in contrast, has low but non-zero overhead (because it stores transformations used in the pipeline). The DEDUP strategy produces modest overhead that is close to ADAPTIVE because it stores little data over each pipeline.
For DNNs, we find that running the CIFAR10_VGG16 model without logging takes 19s. Storing all intermediates (without compression) takes 252s for single precision floats and 151s for half precision floats. When using 8BIT_QT, we pay an extra cost for computing quantiles and binning the data, resulting in pipeline execution time of 379s. While 8BIT_QT takes 13X longer than running the model with no logging, this overhead is small compared to the time taken to train a model (often >30 mins for this model). Finally, using POOL_QT (σ = 32) on CIFAR10_VGG16 results in execution time of 20s -comparable to the time to run the model while σ = 2 requires 56s and σ = 4 requires 38s. Since CIFAR10_CNN shows similar trends, we do not discuss its logging overhead separately.
RELATED WORK
Model lifecycle management. Our work is most similar to previously proposed systems for lifecycle management of ML models (e.g., [27, 34, 47, 50] ). ModelDB [50] was the first to introduce the problem of managing different model versions and storing metadata about models to support reproducibility. It did not, however, focus on storing intermediate datasets and we imagine that MISTIQUE could be integrated into a solution like ModelDB. ModelHub [34] , in contrast, focused on the problem of storing model weights (also multi-dimensional arrays, like model intermediates) across different models and versions. As a result, ModelHub and MISTIQUE share similar goals and some of proposed techniques (e.g., quantization) also have similarities. ModelHub does not, however, address the problem of storing model intermediates or supporting model diagnosis. In addition, we note that the proposed algorithms for optimally determining which model versions to materialize have limited applicability in our setting since the set of model intermediates we wish to store is not known ahead of time. [47] proposed KeystoneML, a framework to express ML pipelines using high-level primitives and optimize their execution in a distributed setting. Model diagnosis. As discussed in the introduction and referenced in Table 1 , many techniques have recently been proposed for model diagnosis and interpretability. These include visualization tools such as ActiVis [24] , VizML [13] , ModelTracker [3] and DeepVis Toolbox [53] that allow users to inspect data representations learned by the model. Other diagnostic techniques propose to use surrogate models to explain model behavior and failures (e.g., PALM [26] , LIME [40] , [2, 20] ). Yet other techniques have been proposed that perform model diagnosis using model gradients and backpropagation (e.g., [43, 45, 53, 55] ) or data perturbation (e.g., [25, 38, 44] ). Another class of technqiues such as Netdissect [4] and SVCCA [39] examine hidden representations of models to answer questions such as 'what real-world concepts are encoded in each neuron' and 'whether the representations learned by two models are the same'. A large portion of diagnostic and interpretability techniques described above work on model intermediates and can therefore benefit from a system like MISTIQUE. Provenance capture and storage. Lineage or provenance capture and storage has been a rich area of work in the database community (e.g., surveys [9, 10] ). Many systems have been proposed to capture coarse-grained lineage information, i.e., the set of transformations applied to a dataset. These include scientific workflow systems (e.g., VisTrails [11] , Taverna [51] , Kepler [28] ), ML lifecycle management systems (e.g. ModelDB and ProvDB [33] ) and also distributed processing systems (e.g., RDDs in Apache Spark [54] ). Similarly, many systems have been proposed to collect and query fine-grained lineage data (example-level or cell-level) for specific data types and computation models. Some examples include SubZero [52] for array-data, Titian [23] for Apache Spark, Trio [5] , Panda [22] for relational data and data warehouses, and [56] for ML pipelines in KeystoneML.
As a result, some of the questions addressed in this paper, have been explored in previous work. The key differences between MIST-IQUE and work on lineage are three-fold: First, MISTIQUE already has coarse-grained lineage available through the YAML specification or the model checkpoint, so it needs to perform no extra work here. Second, the questions answered by lineage systems are significantly different from those answered by a model diagnosis system. For instance, a lineage system seeks to answer queries of the form "what input record produced a particular prediction?" (which, incidentally, can be answered easily based on row_id) whereas MISTIQUE seeks to answer queries such as "find all the input examples that had high value for a given feature. " And third, in many ML models, we do not require specialized systems for fine-grained (cell-level) lineage since this data can be obtained via the existing forward and backward propagation mechanisms (e.g., in DNNs). Data model, versioning, and compression. In this work, we take a "relational" view of model intermediates and represent data in a columnar format similar to [12, 48] . We could alternatively treat intermediates as multi-dimensional arrays and use array-based storage systems such as TileDB [37] and SciDB [49] . Since our goal is to efficiently store intermediate datasets, our work is related to work on dataset versioning and storage in both relational as well as array-systems (e.g., [6-8, 21, 30, 42] ). For example, the DataHub [6] system proposed an architecture to perform collaborative data analysis by sharing datasets, Decibel [30] proposed efficient techniques to store relational dataset versions, and [21] proposed "bolt-on" versioning for traditional relational databases. On the side of array databases, [42] tackled the question of storing multiple versions of array data by taking advantage of delta encoding and compression. Subsequent work [7] in a similar vein, but for relational data, addressed the question of storing vs. re-creating dataset versions. While the techniques proposed in this work are powerful, they have limited applicability in our setting because our intermediates are not versions of the same dataset and the complete set of versions is not known apriori. Besides dataset versioning, our proposed quantization strategies are similar to those used to compress neural network weights in [19] and scientific data [8] . Since MISTIQUE stores data in a compressed format, in the future, we could also incorporate analysis techniques operating directly on compressed data as in [16] . Our data de-duplication strategy is related to deduplication techniques used in block-oriented storage systems [32] .
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Model diagnosis is an essential part of the model building process. Analyses performed during model diagnosis often require access to model intermediates such as features generated via feature engineering and embeddings learned by deep neural networks. Querying these intermediates for diagnosis requires either the intermediate to have been pre-computed and stored or to be re-created on the fly. As we demonstrate in this paper, making an incorrect decision regarding reading vs. re-running can slow down diagnostic techniques by up to two orders of magnitude. In this work, we proposed a system called MISTIQUE tailored to capture, store, and query model intermediates generated from machine learning models. MISTIQUE uses a cost model to determine when to re-run a model vs. read an intermediate from storage. When storing intermediates, MISTIQUE uses unique properties of traditional machine learning pipelines and deep neural networks to reduce the storage footprint of intermediates by 6X-110X while reducing query execution time by up to 210X for DNNs and 390X for TRAD pipelines.
While this paper has made inroads into the problem of storing and querying model intermediates, we see multiple avenues for future work. First, this work focuses on efficient storage techniques as a way to speed up diagnostic queries. A parallel means of achieving this goal is to speed up query execution via techniques such as indexing, sampling, and approximation, and these approaches merit further investigation. Second, our query execution currently separates intermediate fetching from analysis; however, using knowledge about the analysis may allow us to make better decisions about retrieval (e.g., whether reconstruction is required or not). Similarly, although MISTIQUE currently optimizes access to intermediates on a per-query basis, a diagnosis session often involves many queries, and therefore there may be opportunities to further reduce execution time via caching and pre-fetching. Third, extending our work to other types of models, e.g., recurrent neural networks, may identify new opportunities for optimizations. Last, but not least, new techniques for model diagnosis that can leverage data stored in a system like MISTIQUE is a rich direction for research.
A DETAILS OF DIAGNOSTIC TECHNIQUES A.1 Visualizations
Figs. 12 and 13 respectively show screenshots of the visualization interfaces proposed in [24] and [13] respectively. Figure 12 : ActiVis Tool screenshot from [24] A.2 SVCCA Algorithm 1 presents pseudocode for the SVCCA technique proposed in [39] .
A.3 NetDissect
Algorithm 2 presents pseudocode for the SVCCA technique proposed in [4] . 
for Image x in I do 5:
for
else 10:
L(x ) ← Labels c (x ) // pixel-wise label for concept 12 :
B ALGORITHMS
Algorithm 3 and 4 respectively present the pseudocode for reading data from and writing data to MISTIQUE.
C ADDITIONAL EXPERIMENTS C.1 Impact of quantization on KNN accuracy C.2 Microbenchmark on Compression for column ∈ columns do 9:
if column.is_materialized() then 10: partition ← column.read_partition() 11: tmp.append(partition[column])
12:
rerun_pipeline(column, row_block) 14: row_block_data ← h_concat(tmp3) 15: tmp2.append(row_block_data) 16: df_data = v_concat(tmp2) 17: tmp1.append(df_data) 18: res ← h_concat(tmp1) 19: return res for col_chunk ∈ row_block.columns do 3: stats ← get_stats(col_chunk) 4: if γ < γ min then // don't store 5: update_stats(stats) 6: return 7: col_chunk ← quantize(col_chunk) 8: identical_col ← get_identical_cols(col) 9: if identical_col == nil then 10: partition ← get_closest_partition(stats, sim) 11: partition.add(col_chunk) 12: evicted_partition ← bufferpool.add(partition) 13: compress_and_store_partition(evicted_partition) 100 columns individually with gzip compression vs. storing them together with the same compression. From the figure, we can see that while the cost of individually compressed columns remains the same, storing similar columns together can produce a gain of up to 6X depending on column similarity.
D LAYER SIZES FOR CIFAR10_VGG16 E ZILLOW PIPELINE DETAILS
Here we describe the full pipelines used for the Zillow workflow. For this workload, we are given three csv files: (i) properties containing attributes of homes in the dataset; (ii) training data listing the property id, date of the property sale, and the error between the Zillow price estimate and the actual sale price; (iii) test data containing the property id and three dates of potential property sale. The goal is to predict the error at each of the potential dates. Table 4 shows all the pipeline template used in the Zillow workload. For each pipeline template, we generated 5 variations of the pipeline by choosing 5 different setting combinations for the listed hyperparameters. While we could have generated a much larger variations for each pipeline, we believe that the resulting set of 50 pipelines are sufficient to illustrate the advantages of MISTIQUE.
F EXPERIMENTAL QUERIES
In Table 5 we list the full queries used to evaluate MISTIQUE. For TRAD and DNN, we evaluate on two queries in each query category. l1_ratio,tol, normalize
ComputeNeighborhood_params, l1_ratio,tol, normalize
IsResidential_params, l1_ratio,tol, normalize Table 4 : Pipeline Templates for Zillow workload. The numbers in params indicate the number of times a transformation is applied (typically once on the training set and then again on test set) X, I
(TOPK) Find prediction error on the 10 homes that were most recently built X, I Few Columns, Many Rows (FCMR) (COL_DIFF) Compare model performance for P O c t 31 and P N ov 1 grouped by type of house [31] X, Y, P (COL_DIFF) Find the examples whose predictions differed between CIFAR10_CNN and CIFAR10_VGG16 [35] X, Y cnn , Y vgg (COL_DIST) Plot the confidence score for all images predicted as cats [13] X, I, Y, P (COL_DIST) Plot the error rates for all homes [13] X 
